THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 29th - 7:30PM

The 5th Annual

LAB PARTY
2016

Benefitting next-gen medical research to cure brain cancer, strokes, Epilepsy and Parkinson’s at UCLA Dept. of Neurosurgery

GREENHOUSE
@ Platform
8850 Washington Blvd, Culver City, CA 90232

DIRECTIONS:
Uber or metro strongly encouraged. However you arrive, look for the #helloplatform sign! If you choose to drive, there’s a Platform parking lot on Landmark Street. It’s covered in a rainbow mural you can’t miss it.

Cocktails by Cocktail Academy
Dinner by Jon & Vinny's

A SPECIAL PRESENTATION ON THE ADVANCEMENTS IN NEUROLOGICAL VIRTUAL REALITY BY DR. NEIL MARTIN, CHAIRMAN OF UCLA NEUROSURGERY

HOSTS
Kate Berg, Lily Berg, Samantha Milner

WITH

PURCHASE TICKETS
Ticket prices go up September 26th